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Welcome to the Q3 Office Report. Unfortunately, COVID remains the top news story. However, this last quarter news
included our Prime Minister’s visit to Governor Mary Simon on August 15th, and her accepting his request to dissolve
the 43rd Parliament, calling an election that she knew would cost Canadians over $600,000,000, and with that sent
Canadians to the polls on September 20th, 2021. Less than two years after the October 21st, 2019 election.
Canadians received more promises, without the change in the effectiveness of the political landscape.
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The Liberals gambled and, in spite of the massive costs
to all Canadians, picked up an additional two seats in
Parliament, with the Conservatives losing two seats,
the Bloc picking up a seat, and no other significant
changes. The Prime Minister pressed pause during
the pandemic and was awarded the same government
and an extension of his term. There were no winners in
the election, only losers and more pain for taxpayers.
Canadians deserve stability and more from their
politicians. Having elections every couple of years does
not seem to serve Canada’s interest.
Next up, one year from now is the municipal election
slated for October 15th, 2022. City Hall clearly has
their own challenges. Hopefully, with the pressure of
an election coming, counsellors can ban together and
implement some practical management back to City Hall.
We feel for every developer, contractor, tradesperson,
tenant, landlord and real estate agent who has been
frustrated by the process and delays at City Hall. We
have recently run into several situations where tenants
were told that it could take a certain period of time for
a building permit, only to be left waiting and waiting,
having to holdover their leases and faced with double
rent. The time frame for a permit over the last decade
has consistently lengthened, and requirements continue
to change. The permitting and inspection process needs
streamlining, but until it is, we caution you to allow up
to five months for even the simplest of permits. You
may get lucky and get one earlier, but it is impossible
to predict, and you need to have a contingency plan.
We also have run into a new scenario that we believe
warrants a warning to you. In the past, you could apply
for a demolition permit, issued in a reasonable period
frame, from days to a couple of weeks. The City may now
require a building permit application for larger premises
to be returned to base building or even to remove some
non structural walls. The permitting process and time
frames continue to lengthen at a time when the economy
and businesses need certainty. Perhaps it is time to
shift as much responsibility and liability onto engineers,
architects and code consultants as possible to lessen

the time delay at the municipal level. Landlords, tenants,
developers etc. would happily assume these costs if
it would clear the log jam and the high costs of delay.
The irony of this problem is the largest stakeholders are
scared to speak out about the inefficiency and issues
at City Hall in fear of being treated less favourably by
the City. Off the record, no user group is happy or
believes the City’s process is as functional as it should
be. Hopefully, a new process is in the works.
As to COVID, unfortunately, it continues to keep us at
bay. Hospitalizations and cases have increased, and
we realize how fortunate we are to have our whole
office fully vaccinated. There is a certain comfort level
in restaurants, despite the irony that workers serving
patrons at the time of this writing are not required to
be vaccinated. The freedoms of the unvaccinated are
slowly being reduced to encourage them to join the
fight and get a vaccination that may save their lives.
Over the next quarter, more and more businesses will
announce their policy requiring employees to be fully
vaccinated and that it is a requirement for all new hires.
Throughout September, we had hoped for more people
to have returned to their offices, now it looks like the
next push will be for January, and we wait and see if it
will become a requirement to be vaccinated to enter all
places of employment.
Moving on to the office market report. There was a
sense of change in different markets as quality vacancies
drew attention and the announcement of several larger
deals. There is a data approach to our report, but there
is also the “seat-of-the-pants” approach in sensing a
market. Our sense is the activity was up with a few
more inquiries, more tours and several stories about
multiple offer situations on quality premises. The market
seems to have shifted with subleases that were never
really subleases getting removed from the market, and
there also appears to be a shortage of larger blocks of
space available right now. With that said, what did the
data tell us?
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For Q3, Downtown's vacancy dropped from 10.3% to 9.2%
after steadily increasing for the last six quarters. In Q1 of 2020,
we reported the vacancy rate at 3.6% and watched it continue
to rise quarter by quarter until Q3 2021. Last quarter we wrote
about COVID leasing and the sense of a pickup in market activity
not reflected in the data. This quarter it seems to have come
to fruition. The “A” class vacancy rate fell from 9.0% to 7.8%,
equating to a removal of a little less than 200,000 SF from
inventory during the quarter. The “B” class market also dropped
from 10.5% to 9.9% in the quarter, while the “C” class market
reduced from 15.1% to 14.6%.
Last quarter, there was 1,056,948 SF added to the market and
absorption was negative 481,268 SF. This quarter, 411,846 SF
was added to the market, 158 spaces totalling 582,970 SF
leased and 42 spaces totalling 259,827 SF were removed from
the market for a positive absorption of 430,951. The last time
we recorded positive absorption was Q1 of 2020, when we
reported 74,057 SF of positive absorption Downtown.
For premises leased in the quarter, the average size was 3,690 SF,
and the average size of space added to the market was 3,028 SF.
As to the sublease market, that too shifted. In Q2, 802,135 SF
was available for sublease representing 29.5% of the inventory.
That has now fallen to 24.0% of the inventory and a total of
580,325 SF, or 221,810 SF fewer sublease spaces available
Downtown. Last quarter we predicted the sublease market
would lessen, and we continue to believe it will fall for the next
quarter as well.

Downtown
Significant Transactions
` Miller Thompson is relocating to 700 W Georgia
St committing to 28,000 SF and Microsoft will
backfill their space at 725 Granville St expanding
by 48,000 SF
` Insurance Council of BC subleased 17,570 SF at
745 Thurlow St
` ERM Consultants leased 11,500 SF, at 1100
Melville where Nicola Wealth moved a division into
7,800 SF on the 14th floor
` Victory Square Technologies subleased 9,500 SF
on the 8th floor of 1500 West Georgia St, where
Spring Studios subleased 9,000 SF on the 1st floor
` Animal Logic leased 19,000 SF of expansion space
at 888 Cambie St
` Anthem expanded onto the 9th floor of 1055
Dunsmuir St for 17,830 SF
` Smart and Biggar leased 8,500 SF on the 19th floor
of 550 Burrard St
` RLG International took 8,300 SF at 925 W Georgia St
` HCL Canada subleased 9,124 SF at 580 Granville St
` Economical Insurance expanded to 30,000 SF at
1055 West Georgia St
` Sedgman subleased 6,000 SF at 625 Howe St
` Smoking Gun Interactive subleased 11,365 SF at
333 Seymour St
` PayByPhone leased 23,000 SF at 1290 Homer St
` Thorsteinssons leased a floor a 1090 W Pender St
` BDC committed to a floor at the Stack, 1133
Melville St
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SUBURBAN
Snapshot
Unlike Downtown, the Suburban market was quieter, and the
vacancy rate increased to 9.2% for the third quarter up from
8.9% last quarter. Langley and New Westminster saw vacancies
drop from 7.8% and 6.1% to 5.7% and 4.2% respectively in
the quarter, while Surrey, which has the highest vacancy rate,
saw the largest increase in vacancy from 11.7% to 13.9% in
the quarter. The Suburban market saw 93 spaces totalling
753,626 SF added to the market and 65 spaces leased totalling
547,164 SF and 22 spaces removed totalling 181,447 SF for
a slight negative absorption of 25,015 SF in the quarter. The
Suburban office inventory remains shy of 25 million square feet
at 24,793,796 SF.
The Suburban sublease market makes up about 18% of the
total available area and represents approximately 410,000 SF
of availabilities. The average size of space added to the market
in the Suburbs was 8,104 SF, and the average size of space
leased was 8,418 SF, while the average size of space removed
was 2,086 SF.
Office
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27
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6.1%
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4.2%
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Suburban
Significant Transactions
` Evolution Games subleased 50,000 SF at
3777 Kingsway
` Fortinet expanded and leased 26,250 SF
at 4370 Still Creek Drive
` FHA appears to have leased 24,000 SF at
4940 Canada Way, another 29,000 SF at
6470 201st Street in Surrey and 11,000 SF
at 3480 Gilmore Way
` CadMakers subleased 18,415 SF at 4333
Still Creek Drive
` 8 West committed to 11,500 SF at 221
West Esplanade
` City of Burnaby expanded by 8,043 SF at
4946 Canada Way

# Spaces
Leased
Q2 2021

# Spaces
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Q3 2021

Total Area
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Leased (SF)

224

136

-39.3%

411,846

144

158

582,970

Suburban

84

93

10.7%

753,626

79

65

547,164

Vancouver
Periphery

43

45

4.7%

296,480

21

30

276,461

Downtown

Statistics provided by Altus Insite

VANCOUVER PERIPHERY
Snapshot
In the Periphery market, the vacancy rate fell from 10.8%
to 10.3%. While perhaps not statistically interesting, it is
the first decrease in vacancy in 11 quarters going back
to Q4 of 2018 when vacancy hit a low of 2.3%. The “A”
class vacancy rate moved from 9.8% to 9.3%, “B” class
from 10.3% to 9.6%, with the “C” class rate diminishing
slightly by 0.1% to 15.3%. There were 45 spaces added
to the market in the quarter totalling 296,480 SF, and
30 spaces totalling 276,461 SF were leased, while 14
spaces totalling 132,564 SF were removed, resulting in
112,545 SF of absorption. The Periphery market did see
a reduction in sublease space, and it now makes up 35%
of the 365,529 SF of availability, compared to 39.6% last
quarter. Similar to Downtown, we expect subleases to
continue to decline over the next quarter.

Vancouver Periphery
Significant Transactions
` Electronic Arts committed to 120,000 SF at
1077 Great Northern Way
` Global Containers leased 29,258 SF at 2925
Virtual Way
` DDS Wireless subleased 21,500 SF at 450 SW
Marine Drive
` AbCellera committed to 128,000 SF at 150
West 4th Avenue
` Precision Nano Systems committed to 77,000
SF at Evolution Block 1055 Vernon Drive
` Animal Logic leased 110,000 SF at Main Alley,
111 East 5th Avenue

The biggest news in the
Periphery market is that it
continues to attract larger users
to the Mount Pleasant / False
Creek Flats area.

` Canfor committed to an estimated 40,000 SF
at 161 East 4th Avenue
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Total Absorption for Q3 2021: 518,481 SF
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Removed
Q2 2021
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Q3 2021

Total Area
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Removed (SF)

Total # of
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Removed

Total Area
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Q2 2021 (SF)

Absorption for
the Quarter

Downtown

81

42

259,827

200

842,797

430,951

Suburban

24

22

181,447

87

728,611

-25,015

Vancouver
Periphery

17

14

132,564

44

409,025
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NAI Commercial Office Team
NAI Commercial continues to expand our leasing team and we are always interested in speaking with
experienced, like-minded professionals. We are also excited about our Langley office and the potential for
growth it offers. If you work in the Surrey, Langley, Abbotsford, or the Fraser Valley, or know of someone who
may be interested in joining our team working from the Langley office in conjunction with Downtown, I look
forward to connecting with them.
Vancouver Office:
Rob DesBrisay
Managing Partner
604 691 6602
rob@naicommercial.ca

 Brian Mackenzie
 Chris Oteman
 Cole Maedel
 Conor Finucane
 Irene Yung
 Jesse Godin
 John Freyvogel
 Roy Gibbs
 Ruby Wang
 Taylor Durham

Langley Office:

 Angie MacDonald
 Calvin Owen Jones
 Gary Niesner
 Ken Kiers
 Ted Weibelzahl
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